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E nglish has been described as !the language of

opportunity”, and by the time you get to the end of this
report, I’m pretty sure you"ll agree.

WHY WE SHOULD KNOW ENGLISH
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Well, English is the language you"ll be able to use most widely,
as it"s spoken in more countries than any other language. a
whopping 60 of the world"s 196 countries have English as their
of cial language: the USA, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, to
name but a few. And it is the commonly adopted second language of
people in a great many more countries. In total, around 1.5 billion
people speak English worldwide
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“English will open up more opportunities for you
Being able to speak English allows you to communicate
effectively in numerous countries, and this opens up lots of
possibilities for you in terms of the countries you could choose to
seek work in one day – not to mention travel to as a tourist. You
won"t have to worry about getting lost when you travel to an Englishspeaking country, as you"ll easily be able to ask for directions, and
taking guided tours, ordering food and chatting to the locals will no
longer be a source of stress
Means that if you can speak English, you"ll nd that you have a
greater number of possible careers to choose from after you nish at
university. And more important is you can make oversea new
friends
As we"ve seen, it"s also an incredibly useful language to learn
because so many countries speak it. You"ll be in a much stronger
position to apply for jobs overseas if you"ve reached a good level of
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uency. English has been referred to as !the language of business”,
and it"s not hard to see why. If you have ambitions to become an
international businessperson, it"s essential that you"re able to speak
English uently; business conducted internationally is done in
English more often than not. Even if you"re not thinking of living and
working abroad, that doesn"t mean you won"t nd English a helpful
language to put on your CV. There may well be plenty of Englishspeaking multinational corporations with of ces in your home
country

“English gives you wider access to knowledge
Did you know that 55% of the world"s webpages are written in
English? This absolutely dwarfs that of any other language, It is also
the language of science. If you learn English, you won"t just have
access to a greater proportion of the vast amount of knowledge
available on the web; you"ll be able to educate yourself still further
by being able to read scienti c books and papers. Within the
Science Citation Index, compiled by the Institute for Scienti c
Information, an estimated 95% of articles are written in English
despite only around half being from English-speaking countries

FUKUOKA ENGLISH CAMP
I was very excited after I heard from Mako that we will have even
coming up, we were excited to planned about food, the place,
people, the kids, how it going to be as the same time also Mako was
so worried with those thing, with something that we have never
done before. Neither I because I want to make best for everyone but
I have no idea about teaching or kids that scared me the most
But this is also opportunity to do something new and learn about my
self and improved something for sure
The nearly day is coming up I have noticed the challenge has
arrived for the desert with that ingredients is not exist in Japan so I
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tried to order it but also restaurants they do not have it. Finally what
a lucky me, my tempura boss recommended to put Thai tea favour
instead of Pandan leaves after that I was happy with a result
Those three days past very fast I was enjoyed with kids, talked to
parents they told their stories and exchanged it was so good to know
that they have been realized how important for the kids to learn
second language such as English and know that English is not just a
language but it has good effect for their own career and kids future
also they want the kids can grown up with different opportunities in
their own life
At the end of the even I waved good-bye to kids and family.
Keeping the memories of the place, great stories around the
room, the sweet smell of the food and most important the all
sta who worked hard and helped us to make this happened. I
realized that knowing to stop too much force only work and
head up for people, for environment, for someone and show
some love, smile and enjoy together that will never be for
getting, I would leave with a smile on my face, knowing l would
be back next year.
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